In collaboration with Founder NuVu Studio (MIT, Harvard Professor Faculty: creativity, science, technology, and innovation.) transforming the current learning environment through Santiago and Antofagasta, specifically addressing implemented A continuation of 20 ecosiSTEAM Workshops Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health John Quackenbush Faculty and stages over 100 lectures in eight regions of Chile. generate conversations and future organized and created by the Chilean Senate, seeks to connect international leaders from Chile and Massachusetts. In partnership with ChileMass, the Chilean Embassy in the United States, CORFO, and the Government of Massachusetts ChileMass Innovation Day 2020 3 April, 2020 -Postponed 9 October, 2020 A day long technology and innovation conference, at Harvard University, which seeks to connect international leaders from Chile and Massachusetts. The upcoming meeting will be managed and hosted by the Universidad de las Américas. Webinar: Marco de respuestas educativas al COVID-19: Retos y perspectivas April 17th, 2020 Fernando Reimers (Ford Foundation Professor of the Practice in International Education, Harvard Graduate School of Education) will facilitate a roundtable on Chilean educational responses to COVID-19. In collaboration with ecosiSTEAM, Edige Educar, Mineduc, and Fundación Educativa Creer con Todos. Cross Media Film Analysis Workshop May 2020 -Postponed for December 2020 Harvard-UAI Collaborative Research Grant winners 2018-2019 Robert Selman, Randy Testa (both Harvard Graduate School of Education), Pedro Moscoso Flores, and director Andrés Wood. In collaboration with the Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez, and the Municipality of Santiago. HBS Latin America Research Center Webinar: Managing in a Pandemic: The Case of Cumpló.com, crowd-funding in Latin America 7 May, 2020 Michael Chu (Senior Lecturer of Business Administration at Harvard Business School) will host a case-study discussion with Nicholas Shea, Chilean entrepreneur and founder of Start-Up Chile.

Harvard Club of Chile Lecture Series 23 January, 2020 As part of an ongoing public series, Veronica Vargas (Lukis 2018 Visiting Scholar and affiliate of the Lakshmi Mittal and Family South Asia Institute at Harvard University) will present on her research surrounding cancer drug expenditure in Chile.

Global Leaders Program Residency 4-20 January, 2020 As part of a two week residency, 50 musician-entrepreneurs from twenty-six countries affected social innovation with eight NGOs in Frutillar, Chile. Faculty: Doris Sommer (Director of the Cultural Agents Initiative at Harvard University, Ira and Jewell Williams Professor of Romance Languages)

Recupera Chile Nautical Summer Program and Climate Change Educational Workshops 9-31 January & 3-15 March 2020 A Banco Santander grant-sponsored youth educational program which promotes environmental awareness and community empowerment in the tsunami-impacted coastal communities of Chile’s eighth region. Faculty: Judith Palfrey (T. Berry Brazelton Professor of Pediatrics at Harvard Medical School) In collaboration with University of Concepción and local mayors.

Congreso del Futuro 13-17 January, 2020 This science and innovation public-access event, organized and created by the Chilean Senate, seeks to generate conversations and future-facing societal solutions under the banner of “ideas for a new world,” and stages over 100 lectures in eight regions of Chile. Faculty: Yascha Mounk (Center for European Studies), John Quackenbush and Thomas Bossert (both Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health) In collaboration with University of Concepción and local mayors.

ecosiSTEAM Workshops 20-24 January, 2020 A continuation of the US Embassy Grant, ecosiTEAM implemented workshops, round tables, and a lecture in Santiago and Antofagasta, specifically addressing transforming the current learning environment through creativity, science, technology, and innovation. Faculty: Richard Elmore (Gregory R. Anrig Research Professor of Educational Leadership in the Harvard Graduate School of Education), Saba Ghole, Co-Founder NuVu Studio (MIT, Harvard Education Lab) In collaboration with the US Embassy.

*All of the above events will take place in Chile unless otherwise noted.
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